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For over 39 years astute

Englehart clients from all stages of life share a

new home buyers have

common goal aligned with the Englehart reputation

been taking advantage

– to own a home crafted with quality finishes,

of the Englehart Group’s

innovation and the security of a homebuilding

winning combination of

company that consistently produces excellence.

innovative design, quality
construction and value.

The company’s winning business model is based upon
satisfying an increasingly important market segment–

Englehart has established itself as a leader in the

buyers who want a high-end architecturally designed

design and construction of luxury custom homes

home with guaranteed results and without the risks of

since completing its first award-winning display home

working with independent architects and contractors.

in 1980 and beginning a new era in architectural
design, creating homes with outstanding aesthetic
appeal, functionality and energy efficiency.

Englehart Homes has earned many industry awards
and was Victoria’s most awarded residential builder
in 2017, emphasising its commitment to, and

Englehart Homes has a strong following in

achievement of, innovation, quality and customer

Melbourne’s inner east and on the Mornington

satisfaction. Earlier highlights include the HIA

Peninsula, creating visually striking and highly

2016 Professional Builder Award, the Inaugural

functional, personalised designer homes. Lucas

Housing Industry Award for Low Energy Homes in

Morris Homes, an established brand acquired in

1984 and National Award Recognition in 1996.

the 1990s, complements Englehart, delivering
homes at the more affordable end of the market.

Englehart, along with Lucas Morris, is building on
its long track record for innovation, opening several

Englehart’s impressive design portfolio suits

industry-leading display homes in the blue-chip suburb

different lifestyles and stages, tastes and budgets

of Balwyn and the Mirvac Tullamore estate in Doncaster.

and features high-end French provincial and Frank
Lloyd Wright-inspired designs, modern contemporary
and Australian contemporary homes.

